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Proposal induces
varied comments
By Tercace Cock r in
Staff Reporter
President Hollis A Moore Jr.'s
request last Tuesday to study the possibility of a new school of "communications" has sparked widely varied
comments from those academic areas
which might be involved.
Dr. Moore's request for the appointment of a committee by the provost to
consider such a program was part of a
six-point new oroeram proposal made
in his "Budget Message" to the faculty
and staff
ACADEMIC areas involved in such a
program of communications, according
to John J. Black, assistant professor in
journalism, would vary depending on
the definition of the word "communications "
Prior to President Moore's budget
message. Black and two other professors in the School of Journalism
formulated a questionnaire concerning
establishment of a "communications"
school.
The survey was called a "preliminary sampling of the feasibility of
establishing a school or college of
communications studies," and asked
for degrees of desirability of its creation and the number of years likely
necessary for its initiation.

According to Black. "We sent the
questionnaire to the marketing department, to all areas of the speech department and to Popular Culture."
The results showed generally high
interest in the establishment of such an
academic area, although it produced
some variations as to how long it would
take to initiate the program.
"THE RESULTS were sent to President Moore," Black explained.
He said the idea for the questionnaire
came in the wake of a journalism
faculty meeting in which a unanimous
vote was taken to pursue the idea of a
communications program.
Black termed his questionnaire a
"highly tentative survey."
Dr. Frank L Miesle, chairman of the
speech department, echoed a comment
made by several individuals, saying he
could voice no opinion on the establishment of a communications school since
he doesn't know exactly what is being
referred to by "communications."
"We discuss these things all Ihe time,
we see speech as a form of communications." he said. "But the word
'communication' can mean hundreds of
things. All of us are involved in
communications in one way or
another "
He said he would have to know an
"awful lot more" about what the pro-

Congress convenes
second session today
WASHINGTON (API - The Senate
will be caught up .in civil-rights
controversies with the start today of .
the second, election-year session of the
92nd Congress.
The issues of job discrimination and
school busing are at the top of the
Senate's agenda, with a scrap over
rights for women just over the horizon.
First up in the House are
compromise election-reform and
foreign-aid authorization bills that the
Senate passed before Congress
adjourned last month
In a break with tradition, both
branches plan to swing into action
without waiting for President Nixon to
deliver his State of the Union address
Thursday to a joint session of the
Senate and House.
IN ADDITION to any new programs
he may present. Nixon is expected to
appeal again for welfare-reform,
revenue-sharing and other 1971
proposals left dangling by the
Democratic-controlled Congress
The first bill up in the Senate would
broaden the ban on job discrimination
and strengthen enforcement powers of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC I.
The EEOC, now limited to the use of
persuasion and conciliation in trying to
prevent job discrimination, would be
empowered to issue cease-and-desist
orders.

And the prohibition against
discriminatory practices would be
extended to include state and local
government employees and also
employers and labor unions with eight
or more employees or members Only
employers and unions with 25 or more
employees or members are covered
now
LEGISLATION passed by the House
in the 1971 session provides, as the
administration
recommended, for
enforcement through court actions
rather than giving the EEOC cease and
desist powers.
The fight over this bill is to be
followed by another over a $2 3-billion
higher-education measure to which the
House attached antibusing
amendments that were stricken by the
Senate Labor Committee.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., (D-N.C).
plans to lead a fight to put in even
stronger anti-busing provisions. An
aide said Ervin's key amendment
would strip the federal courts of power
to order busing if they found that pupils
were assigned without regard to race.
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield. (DMont i. said that once these measures
are acted on he will call up a
constitutional amendment to guarantee
women equal rights with men.
The House already has approved this
but in the Senate, where it was fatally
filibustered in the previous Congress, it
faces another stiff fight.

Bayh to speak
in Union today
United States Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind i. will speak
today at 12:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
His topic is expected to be "The 18-Year-Old Vote."
Bayh. who is now serving his second term in the Senate,
is credited with being the major force behind Senate passage of the 26th Amendment to the US Constitution,
which gave 18-year-olds the right to vote.
He is currently serving on the Democratic Party's Commission on Party Structure, a reform commission
established in 1969 to revise delegate selection procedures
for the Democratic National Convention.
Bayh was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1962 To win the
seat he upset an 18-year veteran of the Senate by an 11,000
vote margin.
The Senator began his political career when he won
election to the Indiana House of Representatives. During
his eight years as a member of that body he served as
Democratic leader for four years and Speaker of the
House for two years.
He has called for a reordering of American priorities
and a mobilization of national resources to deal with
pollution control, poverty, poor schools and inadequate
health care.
The speech is sponsored by Cultural Boost, the Student
Body Organization and Student Activities It is free and
open to the public.

gram would include, and what its content and objectives would be before he
could form an opinion as to whether he
favored the inclusion of current speech
department activities within it.
DR. DAVID Addington. associate
professor of speech, said he personally
does not consider the structural
organization of a department all that
crucial.
"I have a feeling I'd be doing the
same thing no matter what program I
was involved in," he said.
He explained that several questions,
such as whether his function as teacher
would change, whether his relationship
with his colleagues would change, and
what would be meant by the new
college, would all have to be answered
before he could sufficiently comment.
He added the most important thing is
to expose students to new and wider
experiences. If a new program would
accomplish this and not harm theater
progress, he would not oppose it.
Dr Ray Browne, professor of
English and Popular Culture, said he
has mixed feelings on the idea of a
communications school.
"THERE seems to be an impelling
logic on the inclusion of Popular Culture if such a program were developed,
since Popular Culture depends on
media entirely for its distribution," he
said.
He further commented, however,
that Popular Culture's inclusion would
become especially relevant if the program's name were broadened to a title
such as "Communications and the
Arts "
Dr. Maurice Mandell, marketing
department chairman, said he hadn't
surveyed the opinion of the members of
his department, but personally had suggested the formulation of a
communications program for many
years.
He said he had found no support at all
in the past.
The formulation of a communications
school would affect only the advertising
area in marketing, and would likely
take a while to implement within the
University structure, he said.
• to page 3

Nowaphota by Michel Mdmor.

Pop
library

A ftud.nl browses in the Popular Culture Library on the first floor of the
University Library. The library includes popular literature, phonographs, sheet
musk, magaiines and manuscripts.

Popular culture study-'the wave of tomorrow'
By Barb Bnicker
The University's Center for the Study
of Popular Culture is a department that
is unique in the United States. And,
according to Dr. Ray B. Browne,
chairman of the center. "It is the wave
of tomorrow."
The popular culture program "more
nearly prepares students for life than
other programs." said Browne. "And I
assume preparation for life is the real
purpose of education
In its proposal for a master of Arts
in Popular Culture, the center defines
popular culture as "that part of culture
abstracted from the total body of
intellectual and imaginative work
which each generation receives, which
is not narrowly elitist or aimed at

special audiences, and which is
generally (but not necessarily'
disseminated via the mass media."
Popular culture includes the
subdivisions of "popular'' culture,
"mass" culture and "folk" culture.
The proposal said the emphasis in the
popular culture program is on the
scholarly use of writings, events and
activities in the world today.
THE PROGRAM'S interdisciplinary
approach seeks to broaden the base of
college education to make it more
inclusive. And it also aims to promote .
understanding of the significance of
daily factors in the modern world, the
proposal said.
A committee which serves in an
advisory capacity to the operation of

Heaviest in 3 months

U.S. boosts air action
SAIGON (AP) - U.S. warplaras
attacked across wide areas of
Indochina in a massive campaign
yesterday to blunt an anticipated North
Vietnamese offensive. U.S. officers
said it was one of the heaviest days of
air action since autumn.
Scores of B52 heavy bombers and
smaller Navy and Air Force tactical
aircraft mounted more than 200 strikes
against North Vietnamese supply
routes and depots ranging from the
beginning of the Ho Chi Minh trail
along the Laos-North Vietnam border

Ben Karai Pass, a key entry point to
the supply network 35 to 45 miles north
of the demilitarized zone.
North Vietnamese gunners fired
three surface-to-air missiles - SAMS at American planes, and the escorts
fired back twice at the enemy's
antiaircraft defenses with air-to-,
ground missiles. The U.S. Command
said one SAM site and one antiaircraft
artillery radar site were believed
destroyed.
Enemy forces launched another 20
small-scale ground assaults and terror
attacks across South Vietnam to
sustain a seven-day "high point" of
activity which allied officers say is
aimed at disrupting South Vietnam's
pacification and
Vietnamization
programs. This raised the number of
enemy attacks to 190 during the sevenday period.

255 miles southward to its exit near
central South Vietnam.
Raids in South Vietnam's central
highlands and coastal lowlands were
the heaviest reported by the U.S.
Command in more than three months.
The regional commander warned of an
enemy buildup in coastal Binh Dinh
Province that could presage an
offensive before the Tet lunar new year
celebration in mid-February.
THE HEAVY bombing campaign
brought retaliatory strikes from the
North Vietnamese who are trying to
keep open their only supply line to the
South.
U.S. fighters escorting bombers on
raids against the northern part of the
trail exchanged missile fire with North
Vietnamese antiaircraft defenses along
the North Vietnamese border near the

McCarthy caucus slated
The fifth district caucus to choose
delegates for former Senator Eugene
McCarthy at the Democratic National
convention will be held Tuesday,
evening. Jan. 25.
According to Dennis Anderson,
assistant professor of political science,
the meeting will also be held to
organize the McCarthy for President
campaign on campus and find people to
go to the state meeting Jan 26 at the
Wesley Foundation in Columbus.
Four delegate nominees and two
alternatives from each district will be
chosen for each Democratic candidate.
In order to be eligible to be nominated
as a delegate, - a person must be a
resident in the district and prove he has
not voted Republican in the last four
years.
"WE ARENT going to be saved by a
super-President," Anderson said.

1

"Change will come with a President
that has different ideas and the only
way you're going to see change is to get
someone to run for President that
hasn't before," he said.
McCarthy isn't playing the same old
game of politics other politicians do.
Anderson said. McCarthy offers a new
approach, he said, that is superior to
the present form.
"We're offering a man who develops
a new constituency in the country
concerned with the integrity of the
political process." he said
"We believe the system should be put
to a test by a candidate with a different
approach to politics and different ideas
as to what politics is all about."
Anderson said.
Monday evening McCarthy will speak
in Anderson Arena. The following
evening the caucus will meet at 8 p.m.
in 220 Math Science Bldg.

the center, is chosen to guarantee a'
wide range of interests and approaches
to scholarship. The composition of the
advisory committee is designed to
expand or change as needs arise.
Faculty members teaching popular
culture courses come from areas such
as English, geography. American
literature, music, sociology, popular
music, folklore, philosophy, American
studies,
marketing, education,
television and broadcasting, political
science and speech
The center's library facilities are
valued at about $400,000. It includes
holdings in popular and allied
literature, phonograph records, sheet
music, magazines, manuscripts and
interviews and ephemera (things
quickly passing).
The Bowling Green Popular Press
publishes material as a part of the
center's activities. The center also
'publishes three magazines: Journal of
Popular Culture. Journal of Popular
Film and Popular Music and Society.
THE CENTER for the Study of
Popular Culture, has been in operation
for four years, and has been offering
graduate courses for two years.
Browne said two people have received
doctorate degrees in popular culture,
with three of four more about to get
degrees from the center.
. .
Presently there are ten master s
candidates in the recently designed
master's program in popular culture.
According to Browne, "if we had the
facilities we could have 50 next fall."
Requirements for admission to the
master's program are that the
applicant hold a baccalaureate degree
from an accredited college or
university, have a cumulative grade
point average of 2.6 or better ion a
scale of 4.0). or have equivalent
exceptional preparation.
There are no restrictions on the
academic backgrounds of the students.
"We want to be as interdisciplinary as
possible." explained Browne.
THE PROGRAM is interdisciplinary
to encourage new approaches to subjects ordinarily studied and also to
bring in new kinds of materials.
The master's program is designed to
educate students to high levels of
competence in the newly emerging
discipline of popular culture and to
develop research techniques for
exploiting the unique primary resource
materials of popular culture.
The master's program seeks to teach
subjects that relate directly to the
living world, and how to understand
and cope with the problems of
technocracy.
Students may get a master's degree
entirely in popular culture or may
major in popular culture and minor in
another academic department.
Applicants for the master's program
beginning next fall, should apply within
the next month or so. said Browne
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editorial policies
On Wednesday, Jan. 12, we printed a letter from John Pitman,
sophomore (Ed. & B.A.), who criticized our practice of printing
editorials when they are only the 'opinion" of the staff members.
Unlike news stories which appear on other pages, editorials
reflect the opinion or interpretation of specific events or issues as
the staff sees them.
They are not meant to be palmed off on the community as
objective news stories. They are opinion in every sense of the
word.
One of the functions of a newspaper is to interpret events and
current issues. We carry out this function through the editorials
printed on the lefthand side of this page.
However, we acknowledge the fact that other members of the
community may not hold the same opinions that we do.
Therefore, we .offer them the opportunity to publicly express
their attitudes and opinions through letters to the editor and
columns. We do not exclusively select the letters and opinion
columns that represent our view on a particular issue.
We will not give up our right to print our opinions through
editorials. Nor shall we deny the rest of the community the right
to express itself through letters or columns.
It's time our readers took heed of those sentences appearing
daily at the bottom of the masthead
"Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of The BG News. Editorials in The BG News reflect
the opinion of the majority of the members of The BG News
editorial board." (editor, managing editor, editorial editor, asst.
managing editor and a senior staff member)

'YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED TO KNOW I STILL PLAY AS WELL AS EVER . . .'

news Lerrers

intelligent voting
The 18 year-old vote is something we no longer have to fight for
to obtain. The battle was long but we won it with the help of some
concerned legislators.
However, let's not be content with victory because now that we
have the vote, we must exercise our right by voting for the
candidate who best represents our personal political views. Let's
not be caught up in the hassles of voting for the candidate's party
or the way he wears his hair or his religion and the other
idiosyncrasies that have contributed to the American Way for
years.
One way to aid students in their quest for obtaining more
knowledge about a particular candidate's stand on issues is to
take advantage of the political speakers coming to campus this
month.

Senator Birch Bayh will be on campus today. Russell Veh,
American Independent Party candidate, tomorrow.
We now have the right to vote We have a choice to abuse it or
use it well.

An Independent Student Voke

Ed. Note: For RUey 'B.B." King,
famous Jazi guitarist, the Blues started
la a Mississippi cotton field. B.B.
discusses his twenty-one yean of Blues
before the new generation tuned him In.
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search for truth with respect for beliefs
of all persons but without prejudice
toward any specific doctrine or creed.''
It appears to this student from the
State of New York that these policy
statements are directly contradictory to
your recent decisions. In particular, the
ruling issued last fall to raise out-of-state
resident fees and more recently. "He
(Dr. Moore) said another change this

campus colloquy

By B. B. Klig

Editorial Staff

i

This letter is directed to President
Hollis A. Moore with respect to some of
his recent rulings concerning out-of-state
students.
Dr. Moore, I quote you from the first
paragraph of the 1971-72 catalogue "It is
the aim of the University to provide each
student a climate which motivates
intellectual and moral growth...This aim
can best be furthered by a conscientious

blues, block pride

•me BG news
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what next for out-of-staters?
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Today I am glad that I am the Black
man called B.B. King, but some time ago
I wasn't. Sure, 1 was haDDV to be here
and alive, but I'm talking about to be
really proud. I'm beginning to feel like
I'm somebody.
I am a Black man. 1 have black kinky
hair and a big nose, which is a trait of a
true Afro-American person, and that
when you've got something of your own.
just as other people have something of
their own. you should be proud of that
little bit that you've got because yours
can measure up to theirs.
Young Black kids today are just
beginning to look at the blues without the
feeling of shame that their elders did.
Blues music was considered cheap and
low-down and you weren't ever supposed
to talk about it much less sing it.
DURING THE PROTESTS of the last
12 or 15 years, the Black kids were trying

to raise themselves up and they didn't
want anything they felt that would stand
in the way of their progress. Blues and
blues singers made them feel ashamed
and in some cases they almost had
ground to feel that way. They heard that
guys got drunk, and nobody ever saved
any money, or made it big or anything
So if you mentioned blues it wasn't like
saying Duke Ellington, or somebody else
in jazz, which the society looks up to.
Many times a Black kid would come up
to me and say. 'You're B.B. King. I
don't like you. but my dad or my
grandmother likes you." Well this hurts.
This hurts and you have no defense. My
only defense would be, "I'm glad
somebody in your family digs me."
Which is a little weird when you say
something like that but 1 really meant it
that 1 was glad that somebody dug me.
PEOPLE ARE so class conscious;
they associate blues with the ghetto.
They don't respect it. Certain Black
audiences, before they're willing to give
credit, they wait until the media have
picked up on you. Ray Charles has been a
genius for 20 years.but for a long time he
only had that precious little in-group of
followers; finally he got some national
publicity, then the disc jockeys played
him right along with the pop artists, and
that's when most Black people accepted
him.
The way I figure it. blues is a way of
life-black life. It is saying. "Okay, you
brought us over on slave ships, kept us in
chains, worked us for nothing, and I'm
tired of it. We've tried your way. now
let's try it my way."
The momentum is picking up now
Black kids are looking for the roots from
where they came from. Now Black kids
would come up and say to me, "I never
thought much about the blues. 1 didn't
care much about it you can't dance on
it, but after reading about you. I now
appreciate what you've done.''
This is worth all the heartaches and
the times when people talked bad about
me. I would say to these kids, "Well, if
you dig me. after a while, you'll dig the
blues, because I'm going to keep right on
playing them."

so they say
4T«*r*V•erti" iwi u« *«%*•. low.

The Center of the World

Clifford Irving, collaborator in a
forthcoming autobiography on Howard
Hughes on the recent telephone news
conference with Howard Hughes:
"Waal astoelskes me Is that the gay
■raw was so well ■capped oa details of
aircraft coaWa't even remember who
raw bis aircraft company far five years."

year is the total elimination of any state in the legislature. The bill was calling for
subsidy for out-of-state students" iThe a $400 per quarter sur-charge for out-ofstate undergraduates.
BG News. January 12.19721.
"The state will be the loser in the long
UNLESS, OF COURSE, the run if it wipes out the cosmopolitan
statements mean "each student" and atmosphere of our state universities'.'
"all persons" except out-of-state said Dr Moore.
If one of your goals is to give this
residents and "any specific doctrine"
University national prominence as a
means only that of the State of Ohio
Dr. Moore. I realize that this is a state great American university, how can you
assisted University. But every out-of- continually make it harder for out-ofstate student living off campus pays state residents to attend this University?
every type of support to the state that What is going to happen to your
Ohio residents do This includes sales cosmopolitan atmosphere you so
tax. gasoline tax, cigarette tax and the strongly strive for?
student's rent includes property taxes
Dr. Moore, what exactly is next in
assessed against the land owner. Just store for out-of-state students,
what does the extra J350 per quarter pay elimination of campus employment
simply because we don't reside in the
for?
In an article in the September 26, 1971 fair State of Ohio''
Philip Stickney
issue of this newspaper, you were
326 Winthrop South
notably disturbed by a bill then pending

low key concerts
I am writing this letter in refute to the
article. "Where have all the concerts
gone?"
Although Mr. Martin, program
director for UAO. is a fine hard-working
individual, he seems to be misinformed
as to the availability of rock groups.
Colleges in Ohio, such as Ashland.
Miami, Ohio. Ohio State. Kent and even
Toledo, bring many outstanding
performers to their campus each year.
The city of Cleveland also has many
concerts The point is. if outstanding
groups can schedule concerts in many
towns in Ohio, the performers are in the
area and are possibly available to BG.
Why should students at BG have to go to
other places for entertainment'' We are a
major state institution with
approximately 15.000 students.
I CAN'T SEE where it is any
inconvenience to hold concerts in
Anderson Arena if no sport event is being
held at the time. Anderson Arena is
better than nothing. If there is concern
about selling out the arena. I'm sure that
quality concerts would be sold out
A problem Mr. Martin cited is,
"there's no outstanding rock group
anymore " I find this a poor statement.
Among groups touring the country
(found out by simply reading the

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of SOD words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed, these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 108 University Hall.

newspaperi are George Harrison and the
Bangledesh Band. Lennon and Yoko.
Wings with Paul and Linda McCartney.
Sly and the Family Stone, individual
members of Crosby, Stills. Nash, and
Young. Rolling Stones. Cat Stevens. Yes.
James Gang (an Ohio group) and
Jefferson Airplane (said by Mr. Martin
not to travel in winter but are having a
concert in Cleveland this week.»
I hope our winter concert is better than
the great P.are Earth or Guess Who. If
the concert selection is junky I hope that
individuals in charge of such events don't
take the attendance at the concert as an
indication of the BG students desire for
concerts.
There may be salvation in the spring.
Student Activities is planning to have a
sort of spring weekend in May. They are
thinking of having many events
happening throughout the campus
inclining a major concert. If a decent
concert is held in February and May, and
the student enthusiasm is great. I'm sure
we can get many more outstanding
groups in BG.
Bowling Green State University is
capable of getting better than Wanda the
Dancing Hotdog and Seymore the Human
Spring.
CraigLoVullo
112 Anderson Hall

leg rush?
In a recent issue of The BG News, one
fraternity advertisement for a rush
stated that the Little Sis's would present
Hot Pant's Nile for all interested
rushees. The ad invited all to come over
and catch an eyeful.
My question is. are some fraternities
finding it so hard to attract members
that they have to offer an eyeful to draw
prospective rushees'' Do the guys come
over and drool or what?
It seems to me that if the brothers are
so sold on their fraternities, they ought
to be able to offer better reasons in their
ads for rushees than coming to get an
eyeful.
Maybe guys are pledging fraternities
now who have little Sis's with the nicest
legs
Jim Wasserman
250 Anderson

Th* BO New*. To—ay, Joouwy It, 1973/»»». »

Editors finance critique

Film journal ready Fri.
By Barb Bracker

Worried

Will H mak. it?" Nancy Mitchell, ..niot (Mut. Ed.), look, on onxiouily at an
i of Dal*'t Shall station ministers to hor vohklo.

Segregation under fire
WASHINGTON (APi-The
Supreme Court set the stage
yesterday for its first fullscale inquiry into school
segregation outside the
South
Acting on an appeal by the
NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, the court
announced it would look at
the school situation in Denver, a large city with sizable
black and Spanish-speaking
minorities
Lower federal courts have
granted the two minority
groups some desegregation
action, but the fund, speaking for them, contends it is

Bayh tape
A tape presentation of
Sen
Birch BayhV
speech this afternoon
will be shown tonight at
10 on WBGU-TV.
Channel 70
Un Monday. Jan 24.
the station will televise
a speech by former
senalor
Eugene
McCarthy, beginning at
8 p.m in Anderson
Arena

not enough They want about
a dozen more of the city's
117 public schools deeply
integrated
The Supreme Court's
desegregation decisions have
come against a background
of southern laws separating
the races in the public
schools
DENVER AND Colorado
never have had such laws.
but the fund and the minority
families it represents will
argue that Denver school
officials pursued segregation
policies in the way they built
the schools, arranged
attendance zones and bused
white children
The civil rights organization takes the position this is
just as unconstitutional as
the way southern school officials acted out old segregation laws
Denver has about 97,000
public-school children.
About 20.000 have Spanish
last names and about 14.000
are blacks.
The court will set a dale
for an oral argument later,
with a ruling expected by the
end of June Yesterday's
announcement said nothing
about the issues involved. It

Ohio state auditor
backs Humphrey
Hubert Humphrey's campaign for the presidency
received an endorsement
from State Auditor Joseph
Ferguson Friday night at the
Bowling Green Democrat's
"First Ever Victory" celebration
The victory celebration"
was held by the Democrats
to acknowledge city council's being controlled by
Democrats for the first lime
in the city's history
Ferguson, the main
speaker at the celebration,
endorsed Humphrey for
several reasons
Ferguson said the only
reason Humphrey lost in 1968
was that he was associated
with the Johnson administration and not his inability
to handle the job of the presidency Another reason that
Ferguson gave for endorsement of Humphrey was their
personal friendship.

Support for Humphrey.
Ferguson said, will come
from farmers and labor
unions, both of whom Humphrey has sided with on
many occasions.
In addition to endorsing
Humphrey,
Ferguson
attacked the Rhodes' administration handling of the
state budget.
Ferguson said the people
in Ohio were misled into
believing they were not
paying any increase in taxes
during
the
Rhodes
administration.

noted only that Justice
Byron R. White had disqualified himself and gave no reason.
At the same time, the
court turned down an appeal
by black parents from
Newark and Jersey City.
N.J., who wanted black and
white children moved across
city lines to reduce the
heavy black concentration in
urban schools.

Only Justice William O
Douglas dissented from the
court's 8-1 refusal to hear
the dispute.
THE BLACKS contended
that the state's system itself
violates the rights of black
children since the school districts are drawn along city
and county lines. The court
affirmed dismissal of their
complaint by U.S. district
court in New Jersey.

The Journal of Popular
Film is an attempt "to put
the popcorn munching
populace back into the study
of film," according to
Micl, 'I T, Marsden, one of
editor, i The Journal
The first issue of the quarterly publication will be out
this Friday.
Editors of The Journal are
Sam L. Grogg Jr., John G
Nachbar and Marsden.
Ralph K. Wolfe is the review
editor and Larry N Landrum is in charge of the
bibliography.
They are all University
faculty members in the
English department.
The Journal, published by
the Bowling Green Popular
Press, is an outgrowth of the
film supplements contained
in The Journal of Popular
Culture.
The new Journal of
Popular Film is a separate
publication financed by the
editors with some support
from the Center for the
Study of Popular Culture.
THROUGH The Journal,
the editors hope to promote
a viable school of criticism,
according to Grogg.
Marsden said The Journal
will be dedicated to a study
of film as a part of the culture. "Films are a window to
our culture." he said "They
reflect and reinforce our culture."
"American films are truly
American, they relect very
little outside influence," said
Grogg
American films, added

Nachbar. "are a hodgepodge
of skill and vulgarity. It
makes no sense to study
them any other way than culturally American films are
not art. they are artifacts "
Therefore, according to
the editors. The Journal
aims to encourage "a whole
new attitude toward films
and what they reflect " They
said it will attempt to viewfilms in a commercial rather
than artistic manner.
NACHBAR called dims
"the first truly democratic
art form that all classes of
people could afford "
Marsden said "Each ticket
bought was a vole cast for
films "
"We have a lot of faith in
what we're doing." said
Grogg "We don't take ourselves seriously to the point
of being blinded to other
ways. We aren't saying this
is the only way to look at
films, bul we are saying this
way is important. We intend
to be noticed "
The Journal of Popular
Film includes articles on
movies and how they reflect
the culture, interviews with
prominent individuals in the
film industry, reviews of
important film books and
periodicals, bibliographies
on articles and books about
film trends or periods and
occasional filmographies of
selected directors or certain
genres of film.
The first issue of The
Journal of Popular Film
includes articles such as;
"The Pod Society vs. The
Rugged Individualists."

orientation would likely
include areas such as'
speech, theater, language
and linguistics.
"In my book." Dr. Del
Porto said, "an area such as
Popular Culture wouldn't fit
into such a new program
unless the title were changed
to something like 'Communication Arts'"
Dr. Del Porto said any
comments
about
a
communications school now
are highly speculative, and
depend entirely upon what
kind of interpretation the
provost's committee would
come up with if the program
meets approval.

HE ADDED that many
schools of communication
had been developed throughout the nation, including a
School of Communication
Arts at Michigan State
University, and a School of
Public Communications at
Boston University, which
includes some 900 students.
The questionnaire formulated by the three journalism
faculty members, according
to Black, is being updated
and will be sent to other academic areas expressing an
interest in a communications program, including
the Industrial Education
Department.

Most of you say so what...

(undergraduates only)

Deadlines for submitting manuscripts are:
Poetry
Tuesday, February 1
Fiction

PI

. . Tuesday, February 15

(Address manuscripts to INKSTONE, c/o English Oept. Include name, campus address, &
telephone number.)
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Subscriptions for The
Journal of Popular Film are
available in 101 University
Hall. Single issues of The
Journal are $1.50. Subscriptions are $4 annually and
three years for $10. Students
are given special yearly
rates of $2.

INKSTONE ANNOUNCEMENT

fe

Bayh led the effort to lower the
voting age. He sits on the
Sub-committee on air & water pollution.
He's smart enough not to run for
President. ..

THE FIVE-MEMBER
advisory board for The
Journal Of Popular Film
includes Otto Preminger,
the Hollywood director. He
has directed such films as
"Laura." "Man With The
Golden
Arm"
and
"Exodus"

Persons interested in working on an ad hoc committee
to study foreign language requirements in the College of
Arts and Sciences are invited to an organizational
meeting Thursday at 7 p m in 303 Moseley Hall.
According to Bill Arnold, sophomore (Ed. I and one of
the committee's organizers, the study is being undertaken
solely on student initiative, with some support from the
Student Body Organization.
"We'd like to abolish it ilanguage requirements) if
possible." he said.
ARNOLD said organizers are trying to locate a report
supposedly written last year by another committee
considering language requirements to study its findings
and recommendations
He said he would also like committee members to talk
to faculty members to discover their reactions to the
language requirements.

SENATOR
BIRCH BAYH ft
Will speak on Campus
E&
Tuesday 12:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom off the Union.

Other members of the
advisory board are John G.
Cawelti, author of the SixGun Mystique; Joseph E.
Dispenza. Education Programs Manager of the
American Film Institute;
Sam Kula. Archivist and
Assistant Director of the
American Film Institute;
and Andrew Sams film
critic for the Village Voice

Committee to study
required courses

Term definition sought
• hem poo* 1
Dr. Joseph A. Del Porto,
director of the School of
Journalism, said the major
question is what concept
would be used in the definition of a school of
communications.
"WHEN 1 think of a
'School of Communications'.
I think in terms of both
graduates and undergraduates preparing for positions
in the mass media," said Dr.
Del Porto
Ke explained that his
concept, therefore, is professionally oriented, rather
than academically oriented.
He said an academic

"Hollywood and World War
I," "Monster Movies: They
Came From Beneath the
Fifties," and "The Impact
Of Griffith's Birth of A
Nation On the Modern Ku
KluxKlan"
The first issue also
includes book reviews and a
bibliography concerning
science fiction films of the
1950s

HI
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* Suits &
Sport Coats
* Flare Pants
* Shirts - Body
& Dress
* Coats
* Shoes
* Neckties &

Frank Stone Leaves A
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* Dresses
* Skirts
+ Tops
+ Coats
* Slacks
+ Shoes
* Suits
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ON YOUR MIND

ONLY

Circle

tufsdw)
Family Night
Rib-eye Dinner 99<

Evenings 6- 10 P.M. on
I VI I n l \

WAWR93.5MHZ

ACROSS FROM STADIUM

Mcncrr

STORE HOURS: 9:00-5:30 MON.-SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

532 E. W00STER ST.

(ENGLISH ROCK A SPECIALTY)

THAI
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Slip llniupraitij i>ltnp
352-5165
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mployment Opportunities
m
The

Office

Planning

and

Services
Monday

will
to

Career

Dana

Placement

Auditor

of
be

Friday

open
from

8

a.m. to 5 p.m. On Monday.
Jan.
Jan

24,
26.

and

Wednesday.

the office will be

open until 9 p.m

Corp.-Internal

Northwestern Mutual Life

Goodyear Tire & Rubber -

Kin.

Analyst.

Mgmt.
Anal

Prod..

Register-

Accts
Prog

Ind

Boy Scouts of America Asst

-

Mgmt

Acctg.

Auditing,

Dist.

Exec.,

No report yet.

Dist.
JANUARY 25

Exce., Explor. Exec

Oper..

Bank

Americard

Eng Trng

Marklg & Trust
R.J.

Alexandria Schools, Va. -

JANUARY 26

Branch

Sales. Comm I.oans. Invest

All areas.
Veterans Admin. Pospital
- No report vet.

Westport Schools, Conn. *
No report yet.
Springfield

SCHOOLS

Reynolds Tobacco -

- Store Mgr

Schls.

Rowley Publications. The

Carnation CO

No report

Bank

Auditing.

Westport Schools, Conn. *

JANUARY 27

Old
home

of

Sales

Trust Admin

Graduation forms due

JANUARY 27

Industrial

Schls,

' Ind Arts. Math. Sciences.

Rhode Island 'Mgmt. Trng .
9

City

All areas.
JANUARY 25

Nat'l

Vernon

Ohio • No report yet.
Madison Local Schls . Ohio

Berea City Schls.. Ohio -

Kquitablc Life Assurance Industrial

-

All areas.

AGENCIES AND
COLLEGES

JANUARY 26

Sales Rep

Mt
Alexandria Schools, Va

yet.

Telegraph • No report yet.

JANUARY 26

JANUARY 24

JANUARY 2H

Sys

Acctg ,

City

Ohio - All areas.

Sales Rep

Kroger Co
fash

Saks

Fin. Trng . Tech Trng . Ind

Trne
National

Auditing.

City Nat'l Bank & Trust -

JANUARY 25

yet.

January 24

&

Trust Admin
Raytheon
Co
Dev Prog

Ins-No report yet

Arthur Young - No report

BUSINESS

Acctg

Lorain City Schls , Ohio No report yet

The eld Wood County Home, on County Home Rood Huth of
Bowling Green, moy be converted Into a county park with one
of the main buildinas bemg a possible site for an historical
museum.

• Kvening also.

Nat'l

Hank

of

Rhode Island - Mgmt Trng.

Seniors who are planning

have their applications in.as

to graduate in March must

soon as possible in order to

have

avoid

their

graduation

applications
immediately
Ms.

returned
According

Magdelcna

recorder at

to

Baker,

the registrar's

the

rush

Senior

applications can be obtained
from

the

information

window

in

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

the

Administration Building

office, seniors who intend on
graduating

in

June

should

Graduate

students

who

plan to graduate this March
must have their application
for graduation returned by

ACROSS
1
S
10
11

January 28 The deadline for
graduate

students

graduating in June is April
28.

Graduate

applications

may

be

obtained and returned to 105
Graduate Center,

STADIUM VIEW

DOMINO'S
352-5221

B

17
18
1Q
21
22
23
24
29
33
35
36

SUNOCO
with any PIZZA order
from

IS

student

SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK

39
40
42
14
47

'.<■ away!
Car model.
Cooper heroine.
Composer of
"Symphonic
Eapagnole."
Retreat from
reality:
2 worda.
YOD love: Lat
Traffic jam
point,
Sheeting
Wood*.
Certain Africans.
Truck driver'a
concern.
Cut* arroaa.
Sweater.
Dewy.
Aroma.
Item in
philately.
Girl of son*.
American-born
Japaneae.
Weal
Indian ialand.
Type of medi*
cine: 2 worda,
Flat piece or
side.

48
S3
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

Swifter.
Indomitable.
Music ol ■ kind.
More thin 750
mph.
Of the ear.
Singly: * worda.
Pain or avenue.
Bans.
Flatfishes.
Corvea of ehip's
plank t.

DOWN
1 Thwacks.

2 Article of
jewelry.
3 Frighten.
4 Opera role.
5 Brother and
•later.
6 Old Roman cry.

7 Period.
8 "
art's sake:"
2 words.
° Stockings.
10 Ire cream
.
11 I- indebted.
12 Rectangle: Abbr.
13 Houseboats.
16 Less prolls.
20 Et
.
23 Defensible.

25
26
27
28
29
30

Make laee.
Nut tree.
Trampled.
Fodder pit.
Against.
Take — (|0
swimming): 2
words.

31 Singer Ponselle.
32 Three: Ger.
34 En tout
(vanity case).
37 Badly: Fr.
38 Introductions.
41 Not completely:
2 words.
43 Boast.
45 Where Topeka
Is.
46 Completely: 2
words.
49 Packs away.
50 Person of power,
51 Poet Dickinson.
52 Take heed of:
Arch.
53 Dripping wet.
54 Sand formation.
55 Simians.
56 Viand.
57 Hoarfrost.
59 Nothing.

AttWtR TO MCVI0US PUIZIE

24 HR SERVICE

352-9012
1530E. W00STER

THE WIZARD Or ID

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

by Brant parksi and Johnny nut
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CLaSSIFIED ~«®*~
Science Bldg at I 00pm
Tuesday. January 25

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. Jan 18. 1172
Women's Art Week meeting. 420 Sand Ridge Rd 8 30pm
Kor more into call 364-3443. Carol Baket
BCSU Sports Car Club. 215 Education. 7pm All interested
people inviled to attend
University Karate Club. Dogwood Suite. Union. 7.9pm
New mtimbers welcome, new classes starling
Student Worshiping Service. Prout Chapel. 6pm

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Stadium
a artmant
VIGW P

Campbell Hill Road and Route 6, Bowling Grten

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.
MANAGERS:

352-5088

BGSU Co Ed Fencing vs Cornell South Gym. Women's
Bids. 7pm
BG Fencing Club Men's Team, s Gym. Women's Bldf
7 30pm Free 1 open to public
San BirchBayhlD-Indl Grand Ballroom.12 30pm. Free

LOST
LOST:
Beans Ssalord
watch REWARD call 3517*1

*

Ei
typist, theses,
papers 354-7671

Watch adjustment, watch
repairing watch cleaning
fast guaranteed service at
THE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER
51S
Conneaul

LOST: I year old black cat.
striking round green eyes,
little white oa cheat
Answers
to
Malcolm
REWARD call 373-4623

Reliable baby sitter
7S71

Waitress wanted Apply aa
person Paglial's Pits*
2 attractive women needed
to leant and leach make-op
I at ha loans Have tun and
make money too Subsidiary
of O astral Foods Corp. For
personal Interview call 3648642 after 5pm

SERVICES OFFERED
SWEDISH LESSONS 82 aa

Neat clean STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
with attendant on duty at ail
tunes. Open till 10 30pm i2
drs from Lums l

364-

PERSONALS
Air Force ROTC cadets eam
S10C per month1 Sophomores
coaslder
Ike
1 year
program Call 372-211*
LOOK special • Iks dry
cleaniag
only
11 31
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT tl drs from
Lama I
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON at the WORKING
HAND CRAFT CENTER US

Denise, so glad you're my
BIG. can't wait till spring
1.11. your LITTLE
Debbie, big brother was
watching and he liked what
he saw Congrats to you on
your Slg Ep-Gamma Phi
lavaliering. Love the Sisters

Suzanne Isn't it about lime
for you to wear the AD Pi
diamond" L&L Your big Sis

Bachelor's in. Alpha Sif's
and WE
Gamma Phi's
thank you for a super tea

Marsha C. come to the BG
News office so we can return
tost Item
Ask for M
Brigman

Congrats-Ann and Bruce and
your KD-Phi Psl lavalieringIbeKDa

Mary Ann I'm roarin' over
the fact thai you're my BIG
Loohsn
forward to the
GOOD times comaV. your
little
Phi Taas- The
Tain,
Buffalo'' was the greatest
Thanks tor a flaming time
TheDZ's
Bev, you should have known
that "piano playing" wasn't
down my "alley" Anyway
you're the greatest1 Love In
KD. your not to "little"
Pat-thanks for a GREAT
PADDLE
hunt
Your
LITTLE Gayle

Gary
Sigma
congratulations on
active Lisa

Chi:
going

Key Alpha Guns the big S
snu hart, bat the "BP" is
yet to come
Harvey the Wonder Toad
Homy-award of the week
goes to 3rd floor Ashley from
2 of the worst1
Dr. Moore-shoes make the
MAN-oa Wad. r°* "♦"
standing TALL' Thanks for
coming-Snakes

FOR SALE OR RENT
1*64 36*C Porsche call 3*4tUSorwrltePO BolUBG

The Ohio McCarthy for
President Committee will
hold aa open public meeting

VW BUS ■« good
S Church

m
accordance with
the
tanaaasaf. of the commission
oa Party Structure and
DeJegete 8 atari sea of the

Bag Pipes
fits all VW
motors H5 Call S52-07H

Democratic
Natloaal
Committee for has purpose
of lesartsag candidates lor
detogale and alternate from

CVaarance sale at Vataa's.
K* N Mala 10* off oa
Swedish
vases
and all
Jewelry la stock. We mast
YOU can

the

Fifth

district
McCarthy The meeting .111
be held k> room a* Math

3874 leave message tor Rob
14" Zenith portable TV with
stand ei cond 870 332 5a*l
days
SPEAKERS, pair. big. good

Karlyn. I'm really roaring
now that you're my big
Thsni tor taking me into the
den LIL Your Li I Jayne

term

LOST-large tiger tomcat.
w black collar vail Deb 351
U81

HELP WANTED

WNTrrksse r

415

SS2«>OS
Apt to sublet. 1 bdrm
fumahd. call Wayne 362-4232
Students 1 Faculty. » br-1
bath. 2 br-IVs bath. 1 br-t
bath.
Il« 1
up
Call
Peodleton Realty 383-3*41

4 bdrm home. 211 Eberly
Call SJS-1735 or 35M655
Wanted
Male roommate
URGENT' Call 362-0011
Need-female r m spring for
apt. RENT DISCOUNT call
NIU3nl-87J»
M r mate 3 room apt *7S/mo
3644301
Free rent-Falcon Sq. Ants. 13 harm. Call Steve Messina
361-8334 after 3
1 bdrm. fern, air cond apt.
prefer married couple 8136
plus utilities 363*372
1 F. roommate needed Feb
I. 1 harm apt between
downtown and
campus
*3*/mo Mel util 3*3-2761
M aeadad for
and oc apt qtr 886/mo 3*4-

1 M roommate for sprmg
aad/or aumroer 86*/mo 352atat,
Two

female
roommates
I Cherry Hill Call 3615*31 after 5 30
rOMTirnate-snrlng
W/mo 361-4171

Us Pant custom, can 3*1-

Th. iC N.wi. twmtmfi '■""">> '•■ 1972/fo«» S

'When I grow up I want to be...'
Editor's Mte: Thefollowlaf
article was writtca by Karel
KU( ud Nancy Wyganl,
representing tac Career
C—aifllag aad Placemeat
ceaten.
A career choice may
appear on the surface to
come about as the result of
two decisions-deciding on
the college major and
knowing what one wants to
be in the world of work.
Choice is actually oriented
by several decisions made in
regard to school, work and
life. These decisions are.
moreover, developmental in
nature They occur over a
period of years and in
various stages.
The first stage is strictly
exploratory. It is during this
period that the person takes
notice of all the different
kinds of jobs people hold and
the kinds of aspirations he
has for himself

A flaming (Icy signal* the dawn of a new
day over the Atlantic Ocean oH Long Island,
N.Y.

Scheuerman captures
chess tournament title
J. Claude Scheuerman.
vice
president for
operations, won the Chen
Club Winter Tournament
with a perfect score of 6-0
for the six-round
event
Bruce Downing, senior (Ed A&Sl. finished with a score
of 4 5-1.5.
The tournament, played on
two consecutive Saturdays
was designed to determine a
club champion and to select
a student team to play in the
Association of College
Unions International i ACUI i
regional team tournament to
be held at Kent State
University on Feb 18 and 19
In addition to Downing,
the team that will go to Kent
State will consist of Mike
Bennett (4-21, Ken Krieger
(4-2) and Dave Miller 13-3>.
Bennett and Miller are
graduate students Krieger
is a senior in education
After tie-break points
were assigned, the final
tournament standings were
as follows Scheuerman iBOt; Downing (45-1.5); Haley
(4.5-1.5), Bennett i4-2l:
Muller (4-21 and Newman (42)
Krieger finisneu 4-2;
Miller (3-31; Sanders (3-3);
Taylor (3-31; Intihar (3-3);

Boetticher (3-31. Kutreih (24); Deemer (2-4); Quigney
(2-41; Paal (2-4) and Madzy
(1-5).
f'elder (0-5) withdrew
from the final round.

SLOWLY THE person
becomes more and more
stabilized toward a
particular field of work.
Choice or decision then
becomes imminent
With
choice and a goal, the
behavior of the person
begins to focus itself toward
the choice made, and this
choice readies the person to
act upon the decision
Ve then enters the
specification stage which

puts the finishing touches of
his self image into the job
position and helps him to
dissipate former doubts he
had concerning the decision
(If doubts do continue to
have strength, the person
will probably retreat to a
more comfortable stage of
the process )
The college student, who
has
reached
the
specification stage, has by
now crystallized his college
major and has learned
where opportunities exist for
him I'e is working toward
completion of the major, and
i< .i. lively seeking that first
entry-level position
The
stage
of
implementation
and
adjustment begins the first
da) the person reports for
work I'e gains experience
with his colleagues and with
the nature of his job
II is al this time that the

person's goals come into
direct contact with society's
(school or employer) goals
for the job. These goals are
probably related, but not
identical.
THUS THE person begins
to assimilate and to
discriminate, which leads
him to further decisions
concerning himself and the
nature of his work. If he
meets with success on this
first job. self-confidence
develops and a new phase
starts-transition
l!is own goals may attack
society's goals for the job. If
he is successful, society's
goals may be modified and
the transition is completed.
He then begins the
maintenance stage, which
means he stays with the job
and or begins his climb
toward other occupations

Delta Tau Delta
Little Sister Rush
Jan. 19 & 24

A search is underway for
comic books to be used in a
special introductory course
in popular culture. The
course will be offered for the
first time in the spring
quarter at the Kirelands
campus
Dr. Joel Rudinger.
assistant professor of
English at Kirelands. is
conducting the search. I'e is also looking for old novels,
the once common Big-Little
Books, adventure series, old
magazines, catalogs, old and
new popular recordings,
transcriptions of radio

shows and eight and 16 mm
films
"Many of these items are
available now in the Popular
Culture Library on the main
campus, but the fact that
many items are old and
falling apart makes it
impossible to borrow these
holdings.'' said Dr.
Rudinger.
"We would like to have our
own collection here and
make it available to people
in the Firelands area." he
added
Dr. Rudinger said there
are many people who could

Guys & Gals needed for summer employment
at numerous locations throughout the nation
including National Parks, Resort Areas, and
Private Camps. For free information send self
addressed, STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research, Dept. SJO, Century Building, Poison. MT 59860.

speakers

any print for

$3.50
CALL 2-3161
GREG RM. 233
COMPTON

203 N. Main
■owling Gr..n Ohio
W. Ih. 1...I. o..*.

COME MEET THE BROTHERS
AND LITTLE SISS.

We specialize in

* Hot Dogs with all the
extras only 25c

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

10 l-.h

Jl 10
130
150
1.70

Any 3 Mem
D.lu,
f»tr» ChMM

I.M
.13

II !".►.

$1.40
1.70
2.00
230
2 60
.20

14 bMh

II Ud>

1.90
2.30
2.70
3.10
3 50
.25

$2.90
3.40
3.90
4.30
4.(0
.35

WHERE:
WHEN:
WHAT:

(TIMS

* o»....

• s.„.,.
* A^.ho.,*.

Still in progress.

All Fall and Winter
Merchandise
25 - 50% OFF

Circle

EXTRA SPECIAL!!!
entire scarf stock
one group $ 99

% Price

Powder Puff

525 Ridge

Family Night
Rib-eye Dinner 99<

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

Pres. Jo Ann Behrman
Vice Pres. Sue Long
Sec. - Bev Thornhill
Treas. Barb Parrish
Ass't. Treas. - Ann Sykes
Editor - Nancy Belville
Membership Chairman - Cathy White
House Chairman - Pat Mallorie
Corresponding Sec. - Mary Barb Kelty
Social Act. Chairman - Sue Hill
Panhell Rep - Paulette Hervi
Scholarship - Barb Howell
Social Service - Sherry Luce

* G..«- Nnwrt

COUNTRY HOUSE
LUNCHES - BEER
WINE - PICNIC PARK
CARRY OUT BEER
State Road 6 East
Bowling Green, Ohio

AND THANKS TO LAST YEARS OFFICERS

353-1139
See our newly remodeled
lounge

ICE ARENA LOUNGE
TUESDAY. JANUARY 18, 1972
INFORMAL RUSH PARTY (WITH
SORORITY) GIVEN BY BROTHERS OF
BETA THETA PI

Pierced Earrings
Bracelets

REFRESHMENTS TO BE SERVED

16 02 size - Pepsi, Dr. Pepper. 7 Up - .20

BGSU Jewelry
BGSU Charms

CHILDREN'S SATURDAY CRAFT COURSES

DELTA TAU DELTA
RUSH SMOKER

ACROSS FROM STADIUM

"TRY IT YOU'LL LIKE IT!''

[ 352-5166

SIZES
O'.-.'t.

ChMM
Any I Item
Any 2 II.mi

* Variety of Sandwiches
* Also we have beer and other
assorted beverages

BETA THETA PI--

FREE Delivery
| 352-67821

999 S. MAIN
Where you get the most
for your money!

E. WOOSTER ST.

BLOW-UPS
SNAP SHOT
POSTER
SIZE

Future articles In this paper
will deal more directly with
college
majors,
opportunities for women and
minority groaps, and new
and unusual occupations.

Pizza Drivers Do
Accept Tips!

8 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE NEW OFFICERS OF
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY

APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

J- isanello s

DUE TO THE nature of a
human being and society, the
status quo seldom lasts very
long. Thus change occurs,
time passes and the person
and society continue to grow
and develop with a new set
of expectations and
decisions.

A 65-year-old person once
said. "I have done these
kinds of things in the past, I
am doing this now. and when
I grow up I hope to be doing
something different."
A career choice does not
necessarily mean forever.
The human being is very
much like other members of
the animal kingdom; he
likes to explore to learn what
is around the next bend in
the road-and he carefully
sneaks up on it to learn what
lies ahead for him.

* Chile

find good use for piles of
books, records and
memorabilia which are righl
now gathering dust in attics
and basements
"We will try to assess all
donations at no less Hun
their face value for tax
purposes," he added
"Donations to education are
always deductible.''
Contact Dr. Hudinger al
the Firelands Campus.
Huron. O . 44839 for more
information

SUMMER JOBS

within
the
same
organization.
On the other hand, if he is
unsuccessful in his attack,
the transition could mean a
modification of his own
goals and either he adjusts
to the job (maintenance), or
he leaves that position to
seek another which will
better suit his needs
(complete transition). Then
the process of exploration
begins again

RUDY'S HOT DOGS

Branch seeks memorabilia

Women's lib

Classroom speakers
concerning women's
liberation topics are
available on request.
Some
topics
for
consideration might be
issues and goals of the
movement, history of the
movement. BG women's
activities, consciousness
raising, men's role,
children's
oppression,
sexism in early education
and alternatives to the
nuclear family
This service is provided
courtesy of the Women's
Center. 315 Student Services
Bldg . or call 353-2405

The Chess Club meets
every Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in Room 211.
Moseley l.'all.
A spring
tournament is currently
being planned.

Adults often ask. "What
would you like to be when
you grow up''"
As we grow and develop,
our answers to this question
become more oriented to the
experiences we have had
with working people, with
work tasks we personally
have had. with societal and
family values toward
different kinds of work and
with knowledge we have
gained through reading
about occupations
In other words, the
individual begins to combine
his knowledge of the nature
of occupations with his own
needs, interests, capabilities
and opportunities which are
open to him now and in the
future.
A moving toward or a
pulling back from a
particular career choice is
expected during the
exploratory period

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER announces the opening of a craft-centered program for children of two age groups. The courses will be taught by
Chris Jones.
The underlying educational goal will be to involve children in activities which
produce real and meaningful objects, thus integrating physical, mental, emotional and imaginative functions with socially valued productions.
Course C-1

Crafts for Small Beginners, age 5 to 9

meets 10 to 12 a.m.

Course C 2

Crafts for Big Beginners, age 9 to 13

meets

1 to

Other items at clearance prices
throughout the store

3 p.m.

Each course runs 10 weeks, beginning February Sth
TUITION $40.00 PAYABLE IN ADVANCE - CLASS SIZE LIMITED TO TEN

Interested parents should register now at

TONIGHT

7:30 P.M.

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER
515Conneaut

| US N.
MAIN

|L*EIJIY>TOW

Ph. »J*«i

Mon Toe -Wed.-Sat
9:30-6
Thur.9:30-7 Ft..9:30-8
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Lose of home

leers split with Ohio State
By Fred R. Ortllp
Assistant Sporti Editor
Bowling Green's hockey
team had just completed its
best road trip in history last
Friday by out-dueling CCHA
rival Ohio State in
Columbus. 6-3. They'd lost
only once in seven outings
against better than average
competition.
And they were headed for
home Saturday in an Ice
Arena rematch with the
Buckeyes, a team notorious
for losing away from its
band-box rink at home.
"If we can get high enough
Friday, then Saturday
should take care of itself."
coach Jack Vivian had said
earlier in the week. "It's
great to be home isn't it?"

—
LcOOinO
SCOrer

~

N.w.ph.1. by rMI «-*

Mmitmon Chuck Gyle. Mb him»elf near the blue line
Gyle. Kored »ix pointi over the weekend including the Fulcom
only goal in Saturday nighi'i 2-1 Iota to Ohio Slat*. Gyle, hat
olreody tcored mac* pointi Ihh year thai ha did toil (oaten
and holdt all BG diliimmin tearing mark.

IT'S THE exception rather
than the rule for the Falcons
to lose at the Ice Arena.
Through their first eight
games this campaign they
won six Last season they
streaked to a 14-2 mark And
in front of the second largest
crowd in Ice Arena history
Saturday 13.6221. it was
doubtful OSU had any
chance of tripping the
Falcons.
But in stunning fashion the
catch-as-catch-can Bucks

employed a seldom-used
second string goaltender to
smack the red-faced
Falcons. 2-1. BG is now 3-1 in
the CCHA and 12-6 overall
while OSU is 3-3 and 11-4.
Bob Park, playing in the
deep shadow of "superstar"
Bill McKenzie, turned away
43 BG drives, including 21 in
the final period and made
coach Dave Chambers look
like a real prophet. "I played
him on a hunch." said
Chambers, shrugging.
PLAYING IN just three
previous games all season.
Park had gone against only
Ohio's lightest competition
"1 don't want any publicity."
he said. "Then you just have
to live up to it."
Ohio State got a goal in the
second period to take a 1-0
lead and held the highpowered Falcons scoreless
for some 47 minutes before
Chuck Gyles slapped one
past Park from the right
point
Then Gord Peters swiped
the puck away from Glen
Shirton who was trying to
clear it and beat Terry
Miskolczi point blank with
about five minutes left in the
game

ready." sighed a distraught
coach Vivian. "That's what
they pay me for. Over
confidence, homecomingitis,
call it what you want. It's
my job to see they're ready
to play
"I didn't think I had to be a
psychologist tonight," he
continued. "1 consider it
very distasteful to have to
get this team up for 3.600
fans after they've been on
the road for seven straight
games
"Maybe I've gone as far as
I can go when it comes to
coaching here.'' he
speculated "Maybe I'm just

not reaching them." The
Falcon mentor would not
elaborate.
SCORING ON four of the
nine
power
play
opportunities they had
Friday. Bowling Green
rallied from a 0-1 deficit for
one of their easier wins at
OSU's Ice Rink The Bucks
came to within one goal
three times but had to settle
for a 6-3 setback
Gyles maintained his hot
scoring hand with a goal and
four assists
I'is goal
Saturday gave him 36 points
on the season, one more than
his entire output in 1970-71

Unsung Gerry Bradbury
batted two past Bill.
McKenzie who had only
beaten the Falcons twice in
eight previous tries.
But the sweetness of
victory against the hated
Buckeyes in their own back
yard was virtually cancelled
by BG's uninspired skating
Saturday.
"They seem to think the
fans are going to score the
goals for them." chided
Vivian. "I never dreamed
that after beating them
down there, then coming
home after seven straight
road games, we would lose."

"I JUST didn't have them

Miami pulls away to win over matmen
By Dan Catieday
Sporti Writer
For the second time in an
0-2 season, wrestling fans
found few things to cheer
about at a Falcon MidAmerican Conference meet.
You could count them on
four fingers, to be exact, as
Bowling Green fell to
another MAC power, Miami.
24-12 Saturday.
Once again it was Dave
Wolfe and a member, or
members, of the middle
weight classes who withstood the havoc wreaked by
the opposition in front of
another large home crowd
Wolfe joined Dennis
O'Neil, Steve Taylor and
Mike Melting as the Falcon
heroes who won their battles
in the face of a losing war.
Victories by the latter
three brought BG from a 13-0
deficit to 13-9. but two Redskin pins put the match away
before Wolfe won his second
match of the season to

remain the only undefeated
Falcon.
Wolfe, BG's regular ISOpounder, and Jim Sheehan of
Miami, the Redskin's 190,
both kept their records
unblemished.
THE EXPECTED confrontation between the two
didn't come off because Falcon coach Bruce Bellard
moved Wolfe up to heavyweigh! at the last minute.
Wolfe hadn't wrestled a
match previously this year
because he won his first by
forfeit, while Sheehan.
defending MAC 190 runnerup. had won six straight
going into the Falcon-Redskin contest.
Bellard said he was protecting Wolfe because it was
his first taste of competition
this season, and he was trying (o get some team points
in the dual meet scoring.
On the other hand, Sheehan said, "I was surprised
when Wolfe didn't come out

to wrestle me. I was scared
to wrestle him because he's
so good."
"I would have liked to
wrestle him now, but it
might be better if we don't
meet until conference." he
stated
Wolfe defeated Sheehan in
last year's dual meet at
Miami
As it turned out then, the
best match of the day was
Falcon freshman Mike
Melting's effort against Skip
Schroeder of Miami.

Curling
Any students interested in coeducational
curling are invited to
the Ice Arena Lounge
tomorrow night at 7:30.
No previous knowledge
or skill required, only
enthusiasm.

THE TWO WERE locked
in a 1-1 duel when they were
ruled off the mat with five
seconds remaining in the
match With an apparent tie
locked up. Schroeder
charged Metting in a desperate attempt for a last
second takedown
"I knew he was coming."
Metting said later "1 could
tell by the look on his face."
"When he came at me. I
did a "pancake" on him.
slipped off and scooted
behind him." he continued
The referee called a reversal just before time ran out
and Metting had a 3-1 victory. Schroeder glumly
trudged off the mat while
Metting could only stand
there grinning like a
Cheshire cat
"That finish was the whole
match." Metting said
Metting's
triumph
followed wins by Steve
Taylor (158) and Dennis
O'Neil (lit). O'Neil

Frosh win again

MAC STANDINGS
Ohio University
University of Toledo
Miami University
Western Michigan
Kent State
BOWLING GREEN

3-0
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2
0-2

CCHA STANDINGS
BOWLING GREEN 3-1
Ohio State
3-3
St. Louis
2-2
Ohio University
0-2

By Kenny White
Sports Writer
FINDI.AY -The hard-charging, hot-shooting. net-rippin|,
high-scoring freshman basketball team did everything but plug
up the spurting offense of the Findlay Oilers in handing them a
95-67 pasting Saturday night
The freshmen, (or the second week in a row. burned the cords
off the basket as the five starters hit for double figures. But the
most satisfying aspect of the victory was the passing game.
Also, the big men again commanded the backboards to help
snuff out many of the Oilers rallies
Many of the fans were treated to an extra added attraction
that Coach Ivory Suesberry brought along with him. Jeff
"Monk" Montgomery and Cornelius "The Magician" Cash put
on the greatest magical act since the days of "Merlin the
Magician" and "I'oudini " "Monk" was six of 13 from the floor
and made eight of 10 from the charity stripe in scoring 20 points.
Cash scorched the nets for a game-high 24 points and swept
the boards for 20 rebounds Montgomery and Cash bewildered
the crowd, as they made the balls disappear from the court and
wind up in the bucket with their magical tricks.
Dick Selgo had an outstanding game as he ripped the nets for
16 points IV did a magnificent job in running the offense and
hitting the open man with some neddle threading passes.
"That Selgo can really pass that ball." Suesberry said. "We
had good passes and the big men held the boards." Selgo added.
To round out the scoring Skip Coward once again proved to be
a tower of strength on the boards He pulled down 16 rebounds
and simply intimidated the Oilers in many ways. Howard
finished the night with 11 points in the winning cause Ron
Weber who was all over the court, added 12 points and hauled In
six rebounds
Oilers coach John Ferguson stood in the morgue-like oiler b
locker room, shaking his head and wondering what had hit his '
team "Those big men arc so quick and agile, my guys could not
keep up with them. " he lamented The Oilers stayed close to the
smoking freshmen in the first half But it was just time before
they would be outmatched by the quickness and mobility of the
Bowling Green yearlings
The only loss that the team encountered was Findlay's
version of the "Iceburg Freeze" Upon arriving to the Oiler's
home court, the freshmen were introduced to the 1972 model of
the frostless, makes-its-own-cubes, quick-freezing refrigerator.
This happened because the main heating unit at the arena was
not functioning, and the players were like dripping icicles at tipoff Dick Selgo. who is known as "Zeke from Cabin Creek". was
prompt to say "I wish they'd put some heat in this cabin." In
all fairness they should have scheduled the game at the I<Arena.
There will be a bumpy road ahead for the freshmen, as t.
play two very good teams this week. Wednesday night they will
invade Toledo and then Saturday night entertain talented Ohio
State In a 5: SO p.m. shoot-out at "Haley's House of Thrills"

defeated Miami's Sam
Salupo. who defeated Taylor
last year
O'Neil agreed that it was
his best match so far this
season "But it's not my best
yet." he predicted
The difference in the meet
lay in part with Miami
defeating BG in "the battle
of the rookies." Both squads
started five freshmen Only
Metting won for for the
Falcons. Three first-year
Redskins were victorious
"We've got to develop at
least two more classes to
beat the tough teams in dual
matches," Bellard concluded

Swimmers divide two

Lay-up

freshman Jeff "Monk"
Montgomery drive, for two point«.
Montgomery and Cornoliui Cosh put
on the rood lott

Behind many season and
personal best performances
the Bowling Green
swimming team swamped
Kenyon College. 72-41. last
Friday
The win was the first this
season for the Falcons and it
came against the defending
Ohio Conference champions
Never trailing in the meet
and winning nine of 12 events
in the process. BG had three
double-winners.
Skip Snable won both the
1.000 yard freestyle and the
500 yard freestyle. Pis time
of 5.19.7 in the 500 yard
event was the best this year
for a Falcon.
Joe Klebowski, turned in
his
usual
strong
performances winning the
50-yard freestyle and the 100yard freestyle events.
Wayne Chester won both
of his specialities in the onemeter diving events.
In Saturday's meet against
Ohio University, the Falcons
dropped their third meet in
four starts. 62-5.
Steve Breithaupt and Dave
Thomas were double
winners for BG. Breithaupt
won both the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle events, while
Thomas was winning both
the 200 yard and 500 yard
freestyle events.
The tankers next meet will
be this Saturday at Central
Michigan.

I III f

Dennb O'Neil at 150-poundt wat ono of four Fakon winners
tail weekend ogainit Miami but it wasn't enough a* the
grappiert dropped their tecond MAC moot in a row 25-12.

Cagers close' at Miami
By Jack Carle
Sporti Editor
OXFORD-After shooting
a hot 55 per cent the first
half while building up a 12point lead, the Miami Redskins were able to hold off
Bowling Green, 80-69 last
weekend.
The first five shots the
Skins took they hit and the
first three BG put up went in
and it was 10-6 before you
knew it. But two turnovers
by the Falcons in that scoring spurt gave Miami the
early lead.
However, the Falcons
were able to come back with
two baskets by center Brian
Scanlan to hold their onlylead of the game, 12-10 with
four and a half minutes gone
Scanlan was just about all
the offense the Falcons
could muster the first 20
minutes, as he hit for 15
points. He also helped BG
break the Miami press, when
they used it. with his accurate shooting.
"Scanlan is a real fine
shooter. He's not a true
pivotman in that he shoots
from the outside over a double pick." said Miami coach
Darrell Hedric.
THE FALCONS were able
to stay close to Miami the
first half as Dalynn Badenhop came off the bench and
hit for eight points near the
end of the first half. His
eight markers, along with
Scanlan sl5 points.made the
score respectable at the end
of the first half.
"We put
(Darrell)
Dunlap on Badenhop the
second half to hold down on
his scoring." Hedric said.
Dunlap did the job as Badenhop could manage only two
points in the last 20 minutes.
Bowling Green was outscored 9-1 in the first twoand-one-half minutes of the
second half to fall behind by
20 points.
The Falcons tried to come
back, cutting the Miami
margin to eight points
several times, but never
could seem to keep their
scoring string going.
There was a more
balanced scoring attack the
second half for BG as everyone seemed to have a hand in
trying to bring the Falcons
back.
TONY BELL, who was
just activated last Wed-

nesday, played in his first
basketball game ever for the
Falcons and scored two
points playing just about
seven minutes. The most
impressive thing about Bell
is that he adds a large
amount of quickness to the
Bowling Green attack both
on offense and defense
While in the game Bell
drew the assignment of
guarding Phil Lumpkin. the
leading Miami scorer Bell
forced Lumpkin to take
several bad shots while
guarding him
"Bell is a super athlete
He has practiced for only six
days and he came in and did
a fine job." said BG coach
Pat Haley
The most disappointing
thing for Haley was that for
the first time all year, the
Falcons had the height
advantage at guard but they
were unable to capitalize on
it.
"This is the first team we
played that had two sixfooters at guard." Haley
commented. "We set our
offense up for the guards to
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go down deeper but they
didn't have a good shooting
night "
JEFF LESSIG, was the
Falcon who was best qualified to take advantage of the
mis-match situation having
two inches on his man. but
he could hit for only four
field goals in 12 tries missing
several shots in close to the
basket
Also, the Falcons had a lot
of turnovers again-18 while
the Redskins were making
only 11 (three the first half
to go with their hot shooting
hand).
"Although we lost, I'm not
too upset." Haley commented. "We came to play
and played real well. I think
at our place we would have
won the game."
"Their quickness didn't
hurt us as much as I thought
it would." Haley continued.
Bowling Green is now 2-8
overall and 0-2 in the league
and face another Mid-American Conference game tomorrow at Toledo before returning home to face nationally
ranked Marshall, Saturday.
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.hoot a foul .hot in recant action.
Stuwlon hat boon Bowling Green's

